




15832 Park Avenue
Harvey, Illinois
Anril 13, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Te-hnology
Cambriice, Massachusetts

Near sir,

À friend and I have just finished reading your book
CYBERNETICS and are quite iaterested in tuis new ead unusual
field. We inaguired zs to onenings aad opportunities in this
field but we could find non one w:o hal sony ides on this subject
Jur onlv one, it seems, is to write dire-tiv to vm for helr
and advice.

As your excellent book shows, Cvbernetics is the blending
of all the c“riences into one homogenenus mixture. Whnt subiects
should a high school student tzke in high schonl and in collere
to be aualifien for entrance in this field? What should he
sxreli 11? Is foreien lancuace study necessav7?

| As to tre subject of Cybernetics itself, we woul’ iLike to
now what the future 1s for this field. Winert ore the cha ces of
siirress thint await 7 future 'ecvherineticion''?

Wa nave thorouchlv enjoved your book, zl1though much or the
mathematics involved went over our heads. The basic © cory bouind
Lt seems ao ite siwnle to u'derst-14;atLerst wo think thst it
18. Coni” vin dive ue anv advice an the bhuiidins end constr tlio
af Torys rat is pach inane?

Dee Tr ; 4 À . ‘ - pe EA AA I 3 4 lye de

PINOLEV, asad you refer us to sav reference Mnteriri tht
- “» . ; i i te wm „1 2 ~~ 4_ As ou: we — =

wri! be or 1 itevest to romenne internste.:!: in Uvnernaoriert 1
* BX Lu he PRE 10° tn - 25 ear 14 207 1 a .. Ar en Toys INA ~via om

hone thet cove af These Vorts vins. De 9° vw sto gnutliors &gt; Delrin:
#1 - eg A m1 £ + vy ns yer Fan ms CS _- ~ 4,

I have found yur metho’ of »nreseating fants an” figures ¢ lot
1 an 4 3 . A 4 Lau + - ~ gn -more re~dahie than cnecalled "roa ahi! tavrthonlre ond manurlils.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

MADISON 6

DEPARTMENT OF

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

April 13, 1960

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Technology

Dear Dr, Wiener:

In reading your monograph "Random Processes in
Non linear System" I find your use of the Brownian
movement of interest in characterizing a non linear
system, I am a bit puzzled however in your statment
"certain non linear system", I would be most interested
to know more explicity the types of non linear systems
you had in mind, It appears to me that any system which
is subject to saturation is sensitive to the mean square
value of the random input. Would this not rule out
the applicability of Brownian response Characterization.

Sincerely yours,

Le

Charles H, Murrish
Instructor - Electrical Engineering

CHM/ jef



SAM WIENER JR

ARTIST DESIGNER

431 EAST STATE ST

WESTPORT CONN
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CAPITAL 77-1524 Anril 1

Dear Pra’ Lat “ye WS ene

I dont know IT

a try, having first

friend in California wh, couldnt take time 

to dope it out, TI like to fiddle around with math or logic

problems but my knowledge 18 some th.ne less than primitive.

hut T do think this one ia interest

Orior
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Is it true that all numbers 2n2-1 are either primes or divisible only
by 7 and a prime, and is it further true that if 2k°-1 is not a prime
(is divisible by 7) then 2(k/1)°-1 is a prime. Also is it true that
these numbers are never divisible excent bv 7 and nrimes larrer than ©
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

180 SIXTH STREET, N. W.* ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA * TRINITY 5-o211

April 13, 1960

Professor N. Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology .

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Some of my friends, thinking of your interests in applying cybernetical
theory at the social level, suggested that I send you the enclosed. It
is a copy of the last chapter of my doctoral dissertation, in which I
attempted to apply cybernetical concepts to the analysis of communication
in disaster-stricken communities.

However successful this particular attempt may have been, it did convince
me of the potential power of this approach in studying human behavioral
systems from the individual to the societal level in conceptual terms which
are comparable for the different levels of human systems and which provide
important linkages with the study of non-human systems.

With cordial best wishes and respects, I am

Sincerely yours,

/
£

/Harry Be Williams
Assistant Director for

Mental Health

&gt; par
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4p. William MX, Evan
381 Telephone Laboratories
ge TT Na» Jersey

Yar

. am certainly interested in anything that can be done to pre-
rent Yorld Far III;although I am completely devoid of any sinrle
solution of the problem, I shall read your article and after that
shall see if any ideas will come to me, but, frankly, I thirk that
the fundamental impasse of modern civilization is too deep to make
any valid formula for its resolution possible, and I do not as yet
see any great willingness on the part of either side to abanden
those riridities which if they are retained will permanently render
8 solution irmmossible., If we are to avoid war, it will He on the
hasis of accepting a world very different from that in which most
&gt;f us suppose rurselves te be living, and a very rigid, disagreeable
rorld at that, In other words, lo be perfectly frank, I am expecting
the worst verhaps not in the next € menths, but very likely in the
next 5 years, I am quite as well avare as anbody that World Var III
#ill mean the end of civilization and quite possibly of the human
race, but to be conscious of the existence of a fatal disease in
societv does not mean to be able to find the cure.

TITS,

iener



ree Bruce D, Hainsworth
Rl; South Stree:
Frayh ore, Mone,

Near ¥re Hainsworth:

[ am highly comnlimented by your interest in my novel, and under
different circumstances I should be glad to accent your invitation.
However, your invitation occurs at exactly the time when I have to
make 8 trip to Detroit for which the invitation is of long standing.
Yoreover, I am under doctor's orders tn cut my enrarements down to
once &amp; month so that April is out and May will sec me cetiing pree
pared for an eirht-months trip to Furons.

I home you will understand why I am reluctantly compelled to
burn down vour very attractive &gt;"

"incer”" + ‘ours,

lency
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Yrs Felvin Xranzberg
Technology and Culture
Room 311, Main Building
Case Institute of Technology
Sleveland &amp;, Ohir

Dear Yr, Kranzherc:

thile I am interested in the long run of doing a review rf
Pyke's book and an article of my own on related subjecus, and
while I am highly complimented by your interest in my book "The
Tempter", I am loaded up for the immediately foreseeable future
with responsibilities for books and articles which I have wished
apon myself. It seems to me therefore that the best thing would
be for you to get an independent review of that book and to wait
for the article until the present load of work is off my hands,
Vhether this will be in L months or in a year, I can't really say
at present, During this semester it is cuite imnessible. I home
vou will understand.

+
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, 1960

Mathematical Society €
c/o Faculty of Science
University of Tokyo
Jaron

"py

wntlemen

[ have the most pleasant +
met during my visit to Japan
several occasions in the Unit”

=

 re

«€ Dr, Takagi whom 1
believe. leg on
Ten-

a
mat
hey

masterly niece of work in bringing Japanese mathe
be point where iv is ful'v abreast of the best work

. ary country, and I feel that we . weYr= wou nue
Lt rf eratitude in this resne.
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~~ very friendly man and T r-4oved very much =v
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Ur, Melvin . , Weiner

Solid Stat Electronics Engineering
Sli Harve venue
Ine Vpeg,

a

very interested to receive your article and to see that
imnortant matters corcernine one of the vital 1esnos8

wrneratnlations far we"

-
0 Pe 54 Tours,
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Kiss Frances V, Denner
Special Assistant
American Chemical Socsets
Jffice of the Executive Secretary
1155 Sixteenth St., 7, ©.
Jashireton &amp; ©

D N à. * ~ear Miss Berner:

“hile I an highly comnlimented by the invitation you have ex=
tended to me to spend about one week making the circuit of the local
sections of the American Chemical Society in Vichipan, Indiana and
Ohio in 1960-€1, I am very sorry that I will be unable to accent
this offer, TI shall be abrecad from June of this year until Februar
1961. The rest of the time I shall be completing a half year at
Tech as Freritus, and I feel that work at 1.I.7. should have my full
atlentlon for that tine, Vith a few ençarements already lined up
for 19€1, I am very hesitant to take on any mere. I hove you will
inderstard mv nosition and let me bear off.

— py ~~  +"

£3)~~



Toy 1960

Prof, Victor 5, Bruce
Department co” Piolor:
Princeton Tnivere"?v
Princetrmn

Near Pr Ea]

Than+ you fr vour
1 4. .

1 to attend the Symposia or Cuan
Cold Soring Harbor this vear.

Horse +

Luli:
Paie

+

à programme highly interestinr, I am unfor-
the conference, - I shall he leavins for

a

(ie

ne 5 Yr f  Tr a Successfnl warf

YARD TOUTFS,

a

anexr
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Zus 1960

Prof, M, W, Duckworth
Director of Extension:
Mount Allison University
Sackville, New Brunswick

Dear Pref. Duckwort

Although IT am highly complimented by your invitation to attend
your Summer Institute as a lecturer, I must regretfully decline
your interesting offer, as I shall be leaving for Europe in June and
shall not be back until Spring of 1961.

As I see from the programmes of last year which you so kindly
enclosed, you have a very fine adult education programme. Wy best
wishes for another successful summer

Sincere” -r vours,

Norbert Wiener

Yanr



Prof, BR. N, Maumov
USSR Yational Committee of Automatic Control
USSR Academy of Sciences
Moscow I-53
Kalanchevskaya ul. 75a
"SSR

Near Prof Yannov

I am delighted at the possibility of meeting you and your col-
leacues in Russia this summer at the TFAC Congress.

As T think I have told you, the condition of my health makes
it necessary that my wife accompany me, I have a letter in my files
from Mr, Pavel Tschyvekov, Director of the Publishing House for
Foreign Literature in Moscow, stating that when I come to Russia
some royalties from my book of "The Human Use of Human Beings" (and
possibly "Cybernetics"?) will be at my disposal. Would they be
snough to cover all expenses of my wife and myself not already
covered by vour invitation throuch the lecture I am to rive?

I should like my lecture to be on brain waves and self-organizing
systems, This is essentially a piece of work in the field of non-
linear feedbacks. Thus it comes under the subject of vour conference.

Prof. Sokolov who is a physiologist in Moscow has been here
recently and has told me something about an International Congress in
June, which, I believe, will cover subjects in physiolory, I am not
sure whether that congress coincides with that on Automation, and T
should be obliged to you if you would find out, if you can, if he
is making any plans for me, and if so, if they are different from yours.
Perhans we could harronize the two.

Ver 31ncerelv vours,

Norhert Wiener

-

/emr



arl 15, 1960

Dr, Sokolov
Lomonosovskii pr. ll
ap. SLO
Moscow, USSR

Dear Dr. Sokolov:

Many thanks for your kind Jetter of anpreciation, I shall
be in Moscow this summer at the Congress on Automation, and I am
making arrangements for this with Prof, Naumov of the Academy of
Sciences, I am not sure whether the Physiology Congress you talked
about is the same as the Congress on Automation, but I should like
to be nresent at that, too, if it is a different undertaking.

I should anpreciate it very much if I could receive a letter
from you after, if you will, you have consulted Academician Naumov
letting me know more definitely what nlans you have in store for
next summer.

Sincer~

 +AT ah

7 vours 8

WE amar

uen





DR. K. P. MANGOLD
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

THE DOCTORS MANGOLD
729 FIFTH STREET

YAZOO CITY. MISSISSIPPI

DR. MARIA S. MANGOLD
PEDIATRICS

April 18, 1960.

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Nambridge 39, Massachusetts,

Dear Professor Wiener:
It was very good of you to express an interest in

my work and to offer me an interview, Unfortunately you could not see me
during the period from November 16 to 23 and I have been unable to get
away since then.

I don't suppose you read the chapters I sent you.
I realize that you are probably often annoyed by overzealous authors who
send you manuscripts and that you are afraid that they do so in order to
coax a polite word out of you which they then misuse for publicity purposes.
I bad no such intentions. I felt that I had a few interesting ideas and
vanted to consult some authorities to find out whether these ideas were
original and of any value. My efforts in this respect have been unsuccess-
ful. I have carried on without any assistance and am gratified that two
publishers have accepted my work, The Philosophical Library Inc. called
it"a work of merit and unusual scope". This does not deceive me, I realize
that there are many shortcomings and that some of these could have been
gvoided by consultation with specialists in the various fields I had to
invade,

So far I am still undecided about signing a contract.
As the work deals rather extensively with Sartre I may first publish in
France,

I do not want to waste your valuable time with
an interview which may no longer interest you. I am therefore attaching
a copy of the prefece which in a few words can give you same idea of
the book's purpose and scope. Please let me know if you have any further
interest in an interview after reading this. If you do not, kindly
just return the chapters I sent you on November 6, as well as the enclosed

preface, for postage,
The attached dollar bill iS5 ÉEXEDKYEXXKEREREREYXRDS

Yours respectfully,



Professor Norbert Wiener
Mass, Institute of Technology
Boston,Mass,

April I6,1960

Dear Professor:

I. wish happy holidays for you and your family.

From Christmas to Easter I have been waiting for your
answer:but now.I think vou will not answer.

I see that you are not interested in the value of N.

I want only to tell you,or better,to remember you that
the information I have given to you about the value of M
— excerps from my book, "The Exact Calculation of Al M
must not to be reproduced.

Ver © yours,

N

3484 Jeanne Mance
Montreal
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Te Jason ¥
“ditor
fandom House, Inc.
157 Kadison Avenue
Yew York: OD. H, 7

A

Near Jone

« have put “If vork on my new novel until I am in the clear with
, veëion of “Cybernetics” which will be completed in the near

future, Then I shall set busy in prevarins at least a scetch of it for
Yr. Azipor.

Ve are leaving for Furope early in June and won't be back 4111
i + prep YT op Fa so x = re - a

February 1921. I have an extremely busy schedule ahead of we including
Pussia, Cermany, Belrium and Italy at least. Tt will be ~ratifyinec,
but exhaustirr,

In view of this, [ would like to have the matter of the "Temter"
cleared up vefore we ro, At the very least, I should like to know
how the sales of the book are roing. I don't like to as* favors, but
if you could send me the check for the actual existine sales of the
book before T ro, it would greatly ease the trip, At any rate, I
don't want checks following me about Eurons so perhaps we can find a
way of vaying mv money directly into my account at the Canmbrides
Trust Commany, Cambridre, Mars.

ve shall re in Yew York for at least a couple of days about the
lst of June {my Hoat leaves on the 3rd), and Marcaret and I want to
ses you people very much; both to talk ever my Hooks and even more to
Gave An mmonortunity of renewire our friends!

brhert dena r

 vo /emr



Cr, Lago Caldston
The Yew York Academy of Medicine
2 Fast 173 Street
Hew York 29, F

Des ‘ —

It is good to hear from you again, I shall leave for Europe
shout the 3rd of June, and we shall have a day or two in New York
to wind up all sorts of business before taking the boat, Cun we
pet torether? I hesitate to suggest one of those posh breakfasts
which ve have so often had at that big hotel (Iforset its name),
hut whether in that way or in any other, ve don't sant to let our
remtacts dro.

¥y trin to Turepe wlll take me to Sweden and then possibly to
Finland from where we shall go to Pussia where I shall participate
in at least one scientific meeting. There is also a meeting for
me to participate in at Hannover, Germany, and 1 8h="1 gnend the
£41] semester in Vanles-

Thanks for your anporeciatir-
Phirpther discuiegsieon 11171 ve me

" raserve all

 44
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April 18, 1960

ir. Pavel
Director
Publishe
Yoscowr.|

deÀ

Tschvvekov

" Tareion Literature

av0
a

Fo. vse rage SL
190 ysl

Dear Mr. Tschvvekov:

I ~hall be foin to Russia this surmer under the auspices of
the IFAC in order to lecture at the International CnnrressonAutonae
tion at Moscow University.

Would it be possible for you to check the amount of royalties
resulting from the sale of my book "Cybernetics and Society" (The
Human Use of Euman Beînrs) and possibly from the sale of "Cvbernetiest?

As I read in your letter of November 25 1958, there are royalties
waiting for me in Russia. Ae my wife will accompany me on the trip,
[ wonder if the money available for mv use would be enourh to cover my
wifals travel exnenges

Thankir” von in advance for vour cnoneratior. I remain

nee: y yours,

T~rhert Wiener

Al /emr



RANDOM HOUSE inc
&gt; E Lfe 5.0 | 457 MADISON AVENUE.find Chibi

a To y JVRY 29 TELEPHONE Plaza 1:2600

+ RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS + ALLABOUT BOOKS « THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

Jason Epstein, EDITOR

April 19, 1960

Mr, Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Tambridge 38, Massachusetts

dear Norbert:

Many thanks for your note, I am delighted that you
and Margaret are planning such an exciting trip to
jurope. I hope that we will have a chance to see
you before vou leave,

In the meantime, I have asked our Accounting Depart-
nent to prepare a statement of royalties due you,
vhich I hope will be ready before you leave, In any
case, I have instructed them to deposit all future
payments to your account at the Cambridge Trust
Companv.

Meanwhile, we both look forward to your visit here
sarly in June, so that we can talk about the new book,
and many other things.

 2 yuan ws? vours,

JEt



BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY

CRESTVIEW 3-6000 April 19, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I very much appreciated your letter of April 1”
My colleagues and I are also troubled about the impasse
in which the world finds itself today, which is what
prompted vu. to edit the book of essays on the prevention
of World W . IIT.

We are also, to quote your letter, "devoid of a
single solution to the problem.” In all likelihood, no
such solution is at present possible. Instead we are hoping
to assemble a group of proposals some of which may, if ever
implemented, jointly contribute to a solution. Then again,
even if it is true that the disease from which modern
civilization is suffering is indeed fatal, if we can find
ways of prolonging the life of the human race, that in itsel”
1s worthy of human effort. It may be only a vain hope, but
perhaps by prolonging the life of the "patient", the time
cained may enable some future "doctors" to find a 'curel

MH-122-WME-PH

Sincerely yours,

(JLa Tom,
William M. Evan



the SOCIETY for the HIE 7 of TECHNOIOCT
International Quarterly: TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE

|

19 Asril 1959

Mfficers

YAVID B. STEINMAN
President

LYNN WHITE, JR.
“rrst Vice President

MERVIN J. KELLY
second Vice President

MELVIN KRANZBERG

secretary of the Society
Editor-in-Chief

"TECHNOLOGY AND CULT:
Room 311, Main Building
Case Institute of Technology

Cleveland 6. Ohio
ROBERT S. WOODBU™ ¥

Treasurer

Department of Humanities, 14N 35
asiachusetts Institute of Technolog

 ambi doe 30 Maccachacettre

&lt;xecutive Council

ROGER BURLINGAME

CARL W. CONDIT

HOWARD MUMFORD JO!
EDWARD LURIE

ROBERT P. MULTHAUF

STANLEY PARGELLIS

JOHN B. RAE
RICHARD H. SHRYOCK

EICHTAN A Yr wie

Jre Norbert Wiener

Department - Mathematics
‘assachuseti, Institute of
Tarbridee 39. Massachusetts

Technology

Jear Dr, Wiener.

Thank you for your letter of 13. Cf course I understand and
appreciate why you are unable to review Pyke's book or write
mn article for Technology and Culture at this time,

Jowever, I hone that you will be zble to give us an article
at some time in the futures, and I further hone that you will
not be annoyed if I write you at intervals of fron 3 to };
months in order to remind you of our existence and of our
2agerness to have an article by yeu in Technology and Culture.

"vase

254

&gt;= LYey psLA

Advisory Council
HOMER G. BARNFTT

ELMER BEL:

JOHN E. BURCHARD
FONARD CARMICHAF'

PHARLES W. COLF

BERN DIBNER

'ETER F. DRUCKER

HUNTER DUPREE

RAIPH E. FLANDERS

“FORGE À. GULLETTF

MORRELL HEALD

HERBERT HOOVER

‘HOMAS P. HUGHES
RICHARD S. KIRBY

OHN A. KOUWENHOVF"

THOMAS S. KUHN

PHILIPPE LE CORBEILLER

‘ERT JAMES LOEWENBFRrA
LENOX R. LOHR

Juco A. MEIER

“HEODORL BB. MERRILI

ROBERT K. MERTON

YAYMOND C MILLER

EWIS MUMFORD

JOHN U, Ner
JOHN W. OLIVER

Davin M. POTTER

DERER J. PRICE
DAVID RIESMAN

M'ANE H. D. ROLLER

ROBERT KE SCHOFIELD

VARREN C. SCOVILLF

CYRIL S. SMITR

THOMAS M. SMITH

David B. Stour
BROT PAYSON DISHES

CTTETRITTATE OOF THE AMERICAN ARSOCTATION TFOR THF ANVANCUNMIEDNT OF SCIEN



RD/8740
DIOGENE

Revue Internationale des Sciences Humaines Paris, le 19 avril 1960

.e Rédacteur en chef

Professor Norbert Wiener
Dept. of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE 39, Mass.

“her Professeur Wiener

Je vous remercie de votre lettre du 18 mars.

Je comprends trés bien que vos nombreuses occupations
vous absorbent pour quelque temps. Si vous venez
à Paris, j'espère que vous voudrez bien me téléphoner.
Je serai ravi de vous rencontrer. Peut-être pourrons=-
nous orcaniser un déijefiner ensemble?

En me réjouissant de vous voir dans le courant

de 1'été, je vous prie d'agréer, cher Professeur Wiener,
l'expression de mes sentiments les plus attentivement
dévoués.

ma

writ iIntaracdianal Aa Vow

y rue Franklin, Paris - 16° {1RO 82-20)

DLilAecnnhin ml mmo Salamone male Ol wn mw law imwri al wmv: dab wan mb nism al ra Ze ati oil:ohoval



THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

2 EAST 103 STREET, NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

TELEPHONE TRAFALGAR 6-8200

April 20, 19.00

Dear Norbert:

Thank you for yours of the
18th. By all means let's get
together for breakfast here in
New York. It is a good way to
start a signal day.

That Posh Hotel isn't
really so "posh".¥ There, one
gets fine service and one's
moneys worth. Do let me know
when we may expect that pleasure
I am reserving, subject to your
further notice, June 3.

My cordial salutations to
your lady.

Sincerely yours,

77e,FO Gl com, M.D.

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.
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SPRINGER-VERLAG
BERLIN. GOTTINGEN.HEIDELBERG

Geschdftsinhaber: FERDINAND SPRINGER, Dr. med.h. c. Dr. phil.h.c.
JULIUS SPRINGER, Dr.Ing.c.h. « TOUNJES LANGE, Dr.med.h.c. « HEINZ GOTZE,Dr.phil.

Dr. Heinz Götze 17a) HEIDELBERG, den 19, April 1960
Neuenheimer Landstrale 28-30

Telefon 27901 Gtz/GW

Herrn

Professor Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematics

Cambridge 39, Mass. / USA

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor Wiener,

ich bestätige dankend den Empfang Ihres Briefes vom

11. April. Selbstverständlich respektieren wir Ihre derzeit

besonders starke Belastung. Wir möchten Sie deshalb gern von

allen redaktionellen Verpflichtungen so lange freihalten, wie

Sie es wünschen.

Wir nehmen an, dass wir unter diesen Voraussetzungen

Ihre Zusage als endgültig betrachten dürfen und freuen uns

über Ihren Entschluss.

Mit verbindlichen Empfehlungen

Inr sehr &amp; i “evener
DE

Bankkonten:Heidelberg:Deutsche Bank AG, Filiale Heidelberg, Kto. Nr. 162 27 » Berlin:Berliner Disconto-Bank AG, Berlin W 35. Potsdamer Strale 140:
Berliner Bank AG, Berlin-Charlottenburg 2, Hardenbergstrafie 32, Kto. Nr. 7572

Pastacherkkonten:Karlsruhe Nr. 477 26 : Berlin West Nr. 17 30
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OFFICE OF THE DEAN ScHooL OF SCIENCE CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

April 20, 196C

Professor Norbert Wiener
Room 2-276
M.AI.T,

Dear Norbert:

The person I think you should get in touch
with to find out whether anyone else has worked out a
method like yours of locating a sharp spectrum line in
the midst of a continuum of greater intensity than itself
is Professor John Strong, Director of the Astrophysics
Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

Professor Strong and his colleagues have been
working very actively on the utilization of Fourier transform
methods for the study of infrared spectra.

indeed.
Your new method sounds very interesting

Very sincerely yours,

RR«FAL

George Harrison
ORH/ ecg

yan



ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS

JOHN ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON, W.C.2

Benjamin Franklin Committee
BRIG.-GENERAL DAVID SARNOFF (Chairman)

BRIG.-GENERAL GEORGE L. BLISS

DR. CLARENCE L. JORDAN

IRVING S. OLDS

PROFESSOR SIMON LISSIM (Secretary)

Correspondence should be addressed to:
PROFESSOR SIMON LISSIM

§§ MAGNOLIA DRIVE

DOBBS FERRY

NEW YORK

April 20, 1960

Dear Mr. Weiner:

It is with great pleasure that we write to inform you
that the Council of the Royal Society of Arts of England, the
President of which is H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh, has approved
your name submitted by this Committee, for election as a
Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the Society.

The Society, as I am sure you know, is the third oldest
learned society in England, having been founded in 1754, and it
has recently decided to make a very limited number of these very
special appointments to commemorate the fact that Benjamin Frank-
lin was one of its keenest and most active early members.
Franklin appreciated particularly the Society's wide and practical
objects, which are still "the encouragement of arts, manufactures
and commerce", and its broad, international sympathies, and the
accompanying copy of the Society's prospectus gives further
information regarding these and other matters.

The Committee hopes that you will accept this nomination
and they will be grateful to you for advising us of your decision.
We, in turn, will then advise the Council of the Society in order
that the election may be made effective.

Most sincerely yours,

~

/ I
’

-oq
oo’

Mr. Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

(140A voy aaa



HEADQUARTERS
OKLAHOMA CITY AIR MATERIEL AREA

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
TINKER AIR FORCE BASE, OKL AHOMA

REPLY TO
ATTN oF: OCNBE

20 April 1960
SUBJECT: Technical Paper

noe Dr Norbert Weiner

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridge, Massachusetts

Attached is a technical paper summarizing theoretical informa-
tion pertaining to the derivation of transfer functions in a
multiple input system, This study is forwarded in the hope that
the recipient may have the resources to produce a general purpose
computer program for the application of this theory. Comments
may be addressed to this Headquarters, attn: OCNBEE.

/

4.4 7A g ;

JACK S. ZE Len]
Lt coloneï,/USK
Chief, Science and Engineering

Divisién
directorate, logistic Support

Management

N
He

1 Atch
Tech Paper, dtd March 1960,
"Multiple Input Dynamic System
Analysis" by Capt H. P. T.
Corley
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ril 20, 1960

Prof, E. R. Caianiello
Instituto di Fisica
Universita di Napoli
Nanoli, Italia

Dear Prof. Caianiello:

As time is drawing near to make preparations for my trip to
Europe, I remember that in your letter of December 29, you mentioned
that you will be in the United States around June this year, Are
your plans definite as to when you will be here? I should very much
like to see you and talk to you before IT sail if this is at all pos-
sible,

Our boat leaves from New York on the 3rd of June, (Will vou be
here before then?) We shall go to Sweden, from there to Finland, and
go over to Russia, where I shall attend the Internatinnal Congress or
Automation, June 25-July 5. As you know, I shall have to be back in
Germany in September, from where I shall leave to snend a few months
at your Universitv.

The work on brain waves is going very well, and we:shall have a
zreat many interesting things to discuss, when, and I hone it will be
possible before I leave, I shall have the pleasure of seeing vou.

L* +h best wishes for a successful trin *» this countrv, I remain

Creal vyonrs.

" ph “ener

NW/emr



TUFTS UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 21 April 1960 MEDFORD 55, MASSACHUSETTS

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridee, Massachusetts

My dear Professor Wiener:

I am writing to inquire if you would consider
returning to your alma mater, Tufts University, to
give one of the University Lectures next October
or November, These addresses by outstandîing people
in a variety of fields are scheduled throughout the
academic year. I suggest the Fall, specifically,
and a Tuesday evening if possible. We pay an
honorarium of $150.

The University Lectures are for the benefit of
the academic and surrounding community. We are much
interested in your recent excursions into new fields
of endeavour. A possible subject might be "Creativity
in Science and in Art", I assure you there are many
students and faculty at Tufts who would be most pleased
to hear vou speak to this topic,

I hope you will give this possibility serious
consideration, We should be most honored to have you
visit Tufts in this capacity.

Very sincerely yours,

Julian K. Knipp
Professor of Physics



+ avril 1560

Prof, *, Frechel
2, mie Pmile Famiet
Parts 1h
Damwe

Mon cher collecue:

Je suis tres fier de recevoir votre invitation si amicale de
narticiner comi membre corrervondeant dans l'Inctitit International
des Sciences Theoriques, C'est un grand Loenneur que j'accepte avec
grand plaisir et je vous remercie pour les termes amicaux de cette
lettre d'Envitatnn,

Comme vous savez, ju seral cet ete en Europe, J'arrive en Suede
mendant la seconde semaine en juin, Je vais participer dans le
Interrat£ional Congress cn Automation cul aura lieu du 29 juin a
7 Juillet a “’cacou, et puis je vais prendre part a ua Congres en
Allemamne ‘Fanovre) dans le mois de senrtozbre, Il me varaiît donc
tres provable gue j'aurai l'occasion de visitor Paris et Sruxelles,
Je serail a Yuples en octobre et je resterai la jusque le mois de
fevrier 1961 porr travailler avec ¥. Caianiello, professeur a l'urs-
vers‘ tas da Yanies,

{ag 1 fm

Vos Îdees sur les espaces de Banach ne me surprend’ pas, J'ai
deja observe que de point de vue de la mesure, l'esrace des courbes
doit etre sunrlemente nar des distributions a pneu pres dans le
sense de M, Laurent Schwartz pour voir les proprietes d'un espace /.
compact, Il est quand meme tres interessant a voir l'esnace de Ley PA
definit{iverent orionte a 1l'ecard des asnaceas (=&gt; Rgnach

J'espere que je puis ecrire davantare sur c~= nucstions cuand Je
zuie meins occune de mes vrerrarations de vo

n fo lement,
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Prof, John Strong, Direc?
Astrophysics Laborato:
Johns Hopkins Univers
Baltimore. Maprvlon-

Near Pr- eo.nr

Dean Harrison has told me something of the work you are doing
on the use of the interferometer in spectroscopy and particularly,
of your interest in infrared spectra, As you may know, I have for
a long time been myself interested in harmonic analysis, and I am
actively using autocorrelation methods in the study of the harmonic
analysis of brain waves, I find these methods peculiarly adanted
to the discovery of narrow positive and negative lines in the spec-
trum in the presence of large amounts of noise; in narticuler, I
have been able to locate it at about 10 cercles ner sec, a brain
vave lire of the width of about 1/18 of a cycle and a similar dip
of the same width about 1/9 of a cvele away, TI have established
the rrobable error of my chservations, and 1t ie less than 1/10 of
the intensity phserved,

Tow the actual height of the line 18 about twice th&gt;t of the
gurroundire continuous spectrum which extends aver some two cycles
er more, and the total erercy nf the line is arent 1/20 or 1/20 of
the total enersy of the àrhythm hand surroundine it. As a metter
nf feet, on the autocorrelation curve, while there is ~erfect and
clear eviderce nf the rarrew hard, it 3s go veal that mov crlleames
at first eicht Fad prave dachte n° mv ahility to veecover 134,

Now the outnut of the interferometer is rothins but an anto-
correlation, and I presume that your methods of work have made full
use of this fact, My ability to nick out fairt emissione of absoro-
tion bands in the presence of excessive noise can, therefore, he
transferred to this other field, I am writing to ask yon 1f vou may
not have thourht of the use of this method for mierccheristrybythe
‘Iscoverv of such rarrow bands at atomic snectra,

I have a further idea which may be useful in exterdinz the nre-
cision of this spectrograph. Let us record the interference frinres
either directly or through the use of a photograph as a sequence of
electric potentials, Ve have an autocorrelation anvaratus which can
be used for such electric potentials and will enable us to chtaîn the
&amp;utocorrelation of this interference pattern, or in other words the
autocorrelation of the autocorrelation of the light. In this, insteac
of taking the square of the absolute value of the amplitude of the
1ifferant lines, we tale the fourth rower. This can easilv he 5



Prof. John Strones «

useful method of picking out strong lines from the messy chaos of
weak lines, Probably some pre-filtering is necessary, but I see
no difficulty in principle, What do you think of these ideas and,
in particular, do they contain anything that is new? In view of
your work, I doubt it, but I shall be very interested to hear fren
vou.

Seno "PRIT

Tangy



AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

ALDEN H. EMERY

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

REPUBLIC 7-3337
WASHINGTON 6,D.C

1155 SIXTEENTH ST, N.W

April 22, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cembridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Thank you for your letter of April 15. The locel sections

in and around Michigan will be sorry to learn that they cannot

have you as their guest speaker this coming season but will

contimue to hope that you may be able to visit them at a better

time in the future.

Sincerely yours,

(Miss)

- A
2

Pr hr Ss

Frances V. Benner
Special Assistant

FVB/cb



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

April 22, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Room 2-276
M. I. 1.

Dear Professor Wiener:

Since you told me earlier this week that
you would be free on Wednesday, May 25, the
Department is planning a luncheon on that day,
at 12:15 P.M., in Dining Room 1 at the Faculty
Club. This will be in honor of the members of

our faculty who reach retirement age this year,
namely you and Professors Douglass, Struik and
Zeldin.

We are very gl-1 *hat you can be cur guest
on this occasion.

N er sîincen-‘ vours,

„cin

NTM/bas
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PUBLISHERS OF BOOKS
E.-P. HAMILTON,

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

W.B.WILEY,
PRESIDENT

MARTIN MATHESON,
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; SECRETARY

J.S. SNYDER
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ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

A.H.NEILLY, JR.,
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

April 22, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

LEARNING THEORY AND BEHAVIOR, by Professor 0. H. Mowrer
has just been published and a copy is on its way to you with
the author's compliments and ours.

We are aware of your interest in this field and
feel that this book will prove useful to you. Your comments
would be most welcome.

Sincerely yours,

LU
We G. Suter
Manager, College Sales

NGS:BB
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vr. Bill Fk, El:
15832 Pore ayer
Harte “mr

Dear *
4

A

Ky old feeling with respect to young people who wish to go
into cybernetics 1s that they should found themselves in reneral
science and in mathematics before making the choice of this par-
ticular branch of work as a career. The really good ideas of the
field are much more likely to come to people with a broad interest
and a knowledge of more than one science than to those who direct
their studies too narrowly. In other words, get your mathematics.
your physics, your chemistry, end your biology so that you have a
firm mastery over them and prenare yourself for electrical engincer-
ing, not making cybernetics your particular choice until perhaps
your Junior year in college when you will have to make closer deci:
sions. As to a book for general reading on the subject, why not
look Into my book "The luman Use of Human Reiners", published in
the Anchor Series by Doubledav,

Iwimg iy SIT

sner
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“r, Manfr
tditor
Aufbau « Reconstruction

2121 Brozdws
Yew York

Den Gans

“thin a week or so I shall be through with my revision of
Cybernetics”, and I could send you a few exlra chapters if you© 3 of Ë J

wanted them. However, they are not of such pressing importance
to you that I think it is not worth while to wait for the publi7 p
ration which will take nlace with "ley this summer ~~ £1

Bf,

ênet
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Mr, Gerald € Teichr
237 E, Queen Street
Hamnten. -

Near r . n°
3 y

There are chess playing machines now, but they only play
games at the level of a moderate amateur, Checker-playing wa=-
shines are already master machines, My chess playing friends
anticipate that it will be a matte of from 10 to 20 years
before the same sort of level will be reached for chess, The
preater manifoldnees of the chess rane and the much higher
differentiation of the stares of the came make progress in this
area quite difficult.

a

Tours,

4 +4s160T60T

“vr
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&gt;, vam Wiener. Jr.
hl Bast State Street
raat rym Corn.

Dear Mr WLY ene

Your result is not known to me, but then I am not a number
theory man, To find a numerical form which 58 so close to one
which contains nothing but ovrimes, as vou Ciaim, Would be a most
extraordinary thirg and until I find it established, I am very
dubious. In fact, my incomplete acquaintance with the subject
does not cover one single case where the result of this sort has
been more than a conjecture. Co ahead with the work if vou want
to, but I warn you that you are goings to have very rourh sleddine.

Sinoerr

wa

CR

Hener



BURDEN NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

1 = x, ts ASHBY, M.D. D.P.M.
DIRECTOR

T2
TELEPHONE: BRISTOL 65-3221/2

A, AH,

Professor N, Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge,
Massachusetts,
US A,

Fesr Frofessor "Hone

25% nTApril. 1960.

STOKE LANE,

STAPLETON.

BRISTOL.

I shallbe in Cambridge on FRIDAY. JUNE 17th and for
one or two days following, and hope I me, neve the pleasure of meeting
vou and discussing recent developments. Is this possible?

TI enclose on —Ff-print that though somewhat trivial,
dors discuss the Fundament... ‘’osopbhy of Cybernetics. and I thought
- micht Pind - inter

Loe wma ITS

pP

Te ROSS
Mroector

om
ad ia
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Reprinted from ¢ The New Scientist,” Volume 1, page 746
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Computers and decision making
Sir,—The recent correspondence on

this topic has shown that there are still
many misunderstandings current, and
some failures to keep abreast of modern
knowledge. Since today we have a clear
and coherent theory of the matter, 1
would like to help the growth of clarity
and simplicity by sketching its essentials.
The processes that interest us, and

about which dispute has raged, are those
(whether carried out by brain or digital
computer) in which the end-product
shows evidence of high selection. For
instance, of all the ways in which a
bookful of letters might be arranged, one
set was actually produced by one Shake-
speare showing evidence of very intense
selection. And a computer has emitted a
string of digits corresponding exactly
with the first thousand digits of qm.
Most practical activities show this aspect
of selection as an essential component
(as Sommerhoff has shown extensively
in his Analytical Biology, 1950).
Roughly, getting right answers implies
selection.

We now arrive at the simple postulate,
valid for all systems, living or mechani-
cal: Any system that achieves appro-
priate selection (to a degree better than
chance) does so as a consequence of
information received. :

For what is the alternative? Are we
to accept as natural the examination
candidate who starts giving the appro-
priate answers before he has been told
the questions? Or the man who sends
off his- claim to the insurance company
before the fire has broken out? Or the
computer that starts printing the appro-
priate answer before the programme-
tape has been run in? Science knows
nothing of such things; until such a
phenomenon is clearly demonstrated the
postulate must stand.

The arguments for the postulate can
oe given deeper and more rigorous
formulation. The law of requisite
variety* expresses the theme rigorously.
It is closely related to Shannon’s Tenth
Theorem¥, which says that the selection
by which various “noisy” versions of a
message are reduced to the correct ver-
sion cannot be achieved unless a cor-
rection channel (or whatever agent per-
forms the correction) transmits a certain
quantity of information to the site of
correction. Human beings and com-
outers alike are bound by the fact that
if they would achieve appropriate selec-
tions they must work either subject to
the postulate—or by pure magic.

Once the postulate has been accepted,
* ; .

Ashby, (Chapman and Ha Landes 1956) Ross
t The Mathematical Theory of Communication.

By C. E. Shannon and W. Weaver. (University of
[linois Press, Urbana. 1949.)

the strategy for decision-making follows
inescapably. In simple and general terms
‘t is as follows:

(1) The would-be selector, whether
living or mechanical, must first re-
ceive some quantity of information.
This information is then to be used
to narrow the field of uncertainty
‘among the various possible answers
or outputs) to its minimum. The
umount of narrowing is bounded by
he amount of information.
After the information has been used

up in reducing the field to its mini-
mum, what remains is the “field of
ignorance”. Lacking further infor-
mation, no further selection is justi-
fiable. No arbitrary selection within
it can claim superiority over any
other method (“the random is as
good as any other”).

In other words, the basic formula for
lecision-making is: Use what you know
0 narrow the field as far as possible;
after that, do as you please.

Sometimes it happens that there is still
 demand for selection even within the
ield of ignorance. Some selection can
always be performed (for example, by
sing a table of random numbers as
leterminant), but such selection has no
setter than a chance possibility of being
ippropriate. Sometimes the selection can
se carried further by the provision of
nore information, and sometimes this
1ew information can be obtained by the
yrocess of “making trials; for a “trial”
s not merely a shot at Success—it may
je a process that progressively wins
nore information, and so makes pos-
ible a further appropriate selection.

Thus (still under the iron rule of the
postulate) it may happen that the selec-
jon is achieved in stages: first the
primary information is used to narrow
he field of ignorance; then extra infor-
nation is won by trials until the total
nformation has reached the quantity
‘ecessary for the complete selection.

The “despair” mentioned by Mr. C.
strachey (Letters, 3 March) can now
»e seen in its proper proportion. Within
he field of ignorance it is justified, for
by hypothesis) the primary information
s exhausted, and everything must be
ried. But the “everything” is only
everything within the field of ignor-
ince”, and this may be only a small,
serhaps an exceedingly small. fraction
&gt;f the whole.

The principles given above hold over
oth brain and computer, and over both
he simple and complex cases. The com-
plex case often breaks up into a
sequence of selections, over each of
vhich the postulate holds. A part of the

Aa! ©Poiden Limited. London

selection now often becomes a selection
of an appropriate “way of breaking up”;
the postulate holds with equal force over
this particular case.

In conclusion it may be of interest to
glance at the reason why these simple
srinciples have so long eluded us. I think
‘he reason is that we have hitherto quite
mis-estimated the quantities of informa-
tion that go respectively to the computer
and to the human being before they
start their selective processes. In pro-
gramming a computer we are acutely
iware of how much labour it costs us,
ind we think the amount of information
's very large; in fact it is small. The
programmer, as a human being, how-
aver, Is apt to be almost unaware of how
nuch processing the human being has
zone through—in evolution and in child-
100d—and he is apt to think the amount
s small; in fact it is extremely large.
After two thousand million years of
evolutionary selection, followed by all
‘he experiences of childhood and later
raining, he has accumulated a great
store of information; with it he can per-
form feats of appropriate selection that
far surpass those of today’s computers,
provided the problem is of a type for
which his information is relevant. When
his is so he can show to advantage.

Before he plays chess, for instance, he
earns a lot about three-dimensional
zeometry by just moving about in the
world; so rows, columns, and diagonals
zan be indicated to him on the chess-
board with a flick of the finger. The
computer, however, must have this
particular three-dimensional geometry
ipecified in detail. But let the chess be-
zome five-dimensional, say, so that both
ire equally void of primary information,
ind the human being’s thought processes
&gt;ecome as laborious and detailed as the
zomputer’s. In the same way, the aver-
1ige human being has accumulated a
zreat deal of information about “con-
inuity”; so, if the problem has this
seculiarity, he has a flying start over
the computer. The facts thus suggest
that the human being comes to his work
with a far greater store of information
‘as “pre-programming”) than the com-
puter. -

If this difference be taken fully into
account, both their activities, successes
and failures, will be found to be in
accord with the basic postulate. And so
both are bound to follow the same basic
strategy for decision-making.

W. Ross AsHBY.
Burden Neurological Institute.

Bristol.
t These more complex cases are discussed in

Chapters 17 and 18 of the new edition of Design
for a Brain. (Chapman and Hall. London, 1960.)
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American Automatic Control Council
¢/o Mr, W, ¥, Vannah, Secretary
3309 Fest LPnd Street
New York 36, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

I am enclosing Professor Wiener's apolication for the IFAC Con-
ress and a check amounting tr “25,70.

As Professor Wiener received his invitation and applicaticn
slanks rather late, and as he is going to leave for Europe the end
&gt;f May, he would appreciate it very much if you could process the
enclosed as soon as possible so'as to give him à chance to get his
Russian visa before he sails.

Please let us know if there is anything else he might have tc
Thanking vou for vour cooperation, I remai

~ ncerely yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs.)
“arratary to Prof. Wiener



If you do not intend to apply for the
attendance at the Congress, please re-
‘urn this sheet either to your member
organization or to the IFAC Secretrary,
otherwise you would prevent another
person from being admitted to the
Congress.

Ne 708

This copy is for your files

APPLICATION SHEET
for attending the First International Congress

of IFAC for Automatic Control

f you wish to attend the Congress you are kindly asked to complete the Application Sheet typewritten and to send
copies to each of the undermentioned addresses:

i. Your National Member Organization

2. National Committee of USSR for Automatic Control,
Kalanchevskaia ul. 15-a, Moscow | - 53, USSR

3. Honorary Secretary of IFAC,
Dr.-Ing. G. Ruppel VDI,
79, Prinz-Georg-Str., Dusseldorf, Germany
(two copies)

1. Surname: Lif Asm rns

3. Position and Title:ppofessor-of-Hathematies ¢ Fhe be A. COUNTY: LIE firmer coacsecnmennemesnennencentesanses

5. Firm, Institution etc.: Fassachusat is -Instidanta. of. foabioloeaf mm m———————

5. Address: ......... GCambrid~ 7", Massachusetts,USa__
Pa em my En nr dS EE ees ees 0 esp

/. | speak the following languages*: English, Beesien, French, German
and | am willing to helo interpreting at the Technical Sessions mainly in Section

1 (Theory)* 2 (Components)* 3 (Applications)*

8. l am author * /-amimemsthor * of à paper to be presented at the Moscow Congress.

9."Thefollowingpersonsareaccompanyingmeto the Congress without attending the technical sessions:

Mr.

Mrs. ..

10. | shall come to the Congress via INTOURIST and wish to live

in Moscow: Luxury Class *
when travelling to other cities: Luxury Class*

ARE.hw

?- SE TE Yeeros eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee Co

YE Ee a Nee EY ENN ree eae eeERNE eee enalee eee iee an eeeesetsentlattatinetnonters Eanes evens casas sete senses sanan manent ate. nnn... eaten on.

Eirst-Class *
Lesage

PENlass * Luxury Class

11. Dateof arrival in Moscow: SEE De
| intend to stay in the Soviet Union .3:3....... davs

2. [shall arrive by airplane* ain” privetecor”
13. | intend to make th&amp;f6ff6Wing trips in the Soviet Union (with / without* the accompanying persons)

EY YN HERI rg yee tne
(name of town, days)

14. 1 wish to be supplied with the preprints of the papers before the Congress (free of charge):
in English language * yes / no or in Russian language * yes / no

15. The registration fee for"The Congress amounting to........ cron. NAS been transferred on SS
 A CLECE

l°-Ameriean-autoratie-Centroi-Comeit;- W315 “est L2nd Street; Yew York 3¢

el damped Lencs Fifa ecransCambrid PT CO bhbibaksisesssnsanennaec-

Rinnatura
raresiscesuesansessreiisbsiin

* Dignen dalata if nat annlicrahl-



FERDINAND ENKE VERLAG STUTTGART
Gegriindet 1837 in Erlangen

Postscheckkonto:Stuttgart 15202 - Bankkonto: Deutsche Bank, Filiale Stuttgart - Fernsprecher 68076, 69120

CT /L.

STUTTGART W,den 26. Avril 1960
Hasenbergsteige 3
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As Tr feehrter Herr Professor

DUSCH LU:TPOST !

F'&gt;1 dane Ihnen bestens für Ihr freundliches

Schreiben vom 11 ‘il Zs tut sowohl mir wie Herrn Ir.

Bernsdorf sehr l.ic, dass Sie auf das Stichwort "Semantik" ver-

zichten möchten, indessen können wir das gut verstehen. Ich

Ubersende Ihnen iufolecde u Einen neuen Vertrag nur für

Cie "Kybernetik" und bitt ie, uns eines der beiden Vertrars-

exemnlare mit Ihrer Un“ + Lift versehen wieder zuzuschicken.

-

ichsten Em&gt;fehlungen

senr errebener

Anlage:
2 Vertrarerxemplare.
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§ 1.
Herr Professor Dr. Norbert Wiener , Canbridge/ Mass., tibernimmt
für die zweite Auflzge des von den Herren Dr. Wilhelm Bernsdorf und
Prof. Dr. Friedrich Bülow, beide in Berlin, herausgegebenen Werkes

"Wörterbuch der Soziologie"

die Bearbeitung des Stichworts "Kybernetik" gemäss der mit Herrn Dr.
Bernsdorf getroffenen Verabredung. Es muss ein Originalertikel sein;
er darf anderweitis nicht verwendet werden.

§ 2.

Der Verfasser wird das gesamte Manuskript seines Stichworts bis 31.De-
zember 1960 an Herrn Dr. Wilhelm Bernsdorf, Berlin, abliefern und ver-
pflichtet sich, diesen Termin pünktlich einzuhalten. Das Manuskript
soll vollständig druckfertig und mit der Schreibmaschine geschrieben
sein. Ort der Erfüllune des Vertrags ist der Verlagsort-

&amp; 3.

Der Gesamtumfang des vom Verfasser bearbeiteten Stichworts ist auf
9 Druckseiten in der Druckweise der ersten Auflage festgesetzt. Eine
Probeseite liegt bei. Der Verfasser verpflichtet sich, diesen Umfang
einzuhalten und entsprechende Kürzungen vorzunehmen, falls die nach-
triglicne Umfancsberechnung eine Überschreitung ergeben sollte.

§ 4.
Der Verfasser erhdlt vom Verleg fir die Druckseite ein Honorar von
DM 15.-— (fünfzehn DMark), üemzemäss fir die Druckzeile ein Honorar
von DM -.30 bei Ausgabe des Werkes bis zu der in § z erwähnten Seiten-

zanle
$ 5.

Der Verfasser erhält 1 Freiexemolar des Werkes. Sepvaratabzüge werden
nicht ancefertict.

§ 6.
Der verlag behält sich zugleich im Namen der Redaktion das Überset-
gunrsrecht für das Gesamtwerk vor.

§ 7.
Dieser Vertrag wird mit ausdrücklicher Zustimmung beider Herausge-

ber abgeschlossen. HU, -
Cambridge / Mass. (de Mn

Itutteart 26. April 1960.
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COLLOQUES PHILOSOPHIQUES DE ROYAUMONT

Secrétariat : 173, bd Saint-Germain PARIS 68

Paris, le 26 avril 1960

Monsieur,

Le Vème Colloque Philosophique International de Royaumont se
tiendra au Centre culturel de Royaumont du dimanche 18 au vendredi 23
septembre 1960, Le thème choisi est La dialectique.

Mle BERGER, directeur général de l'Enseignement supérieur, président
du Comité des Colloques philosophiques, me prie de vous inviter à assister
aux débats. Nous serions très heureux que vous acceptiez d'honorer le
solloaue de votre présence,

Suivant la tradition, le nombre de participants invités demeure
peu élevé ; une totale et entière liberté d'expression est de règle à tout
moment, Des discussions fructueuses et sans contrainte peuvent ainsi
s'instaurer entre spécialistes des mêmes questions. Le texte des conférences
sera ronéoté et adressé à tous les inscrits avant le début du colloque.

Selon l'usage, les congressistes sont les hôtes du Centre culturel
de Royaumont qui leur assure le séjour pendant toute la durée des travaux,
Pour les frais de voyage, vous pourriez sans doute solliciter une aide de
votre université ou d'un autre organisme avec lequel vous s eriez en contact.
De notre côté, il nous est difficile, même pratiquement impossible, de
prendre le moindre engagement dans ce domaine.

Vous seriez très aimable de nous faire connaître votre réponse
avant le 31 mai.

Nous vous communicuerons par la suite tous renseignements pratiques
complémentaires,

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur, l'expression de notre respectueuse
considération.

) D Im - Tora

C. SALOMON-BAYET (Mme),
Secrétaire du Comité.

M. le Professeur WIENER
Mathématics Institute of Technology

CAMBRIDGE (Mass. )
US aha
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I am fully in agreement with you as to the paramount impor-
tance of your objectives and as to the difficulty in achieving
them. The main problem is to make people aware of the imminence
of the dangers which are confronting us without at the same time
saralyzing their abilities to think and to trv to do something
shinc°t TH.

[ cannot help calling to mind the med’ s
’iemmard of Clairvaux.

 in hymn of

Ora novissims.
cca mer te; 1m
tm ned mminie *

Tamara ressima sunt, vicilemus.
#44 » ,31a sSunrcmos.

te mime
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hearha Fibs nd the times are most evil.
‘he judge is mpon us and

1 hich «= he threatens, he threatens
“X me ’
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What we nsed is awarencss and fear; not .
1vres thelr action but the fear that ere
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à think very hard.
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Prof. Julian XK. Knipr
Physics Depart”-"
Tufts Universi:
ved *rrd 55, Massachuseits

Nesr Pray Yale

any thanks for your invitation to give one of the University
lectures at mv alma mater next October or November, There is just
me troubles I shall be in Italy at the time and, as a matter of
fact, I shall leave for Europe in Jone and do not return until
January or February 1961. Under the circumstances, is there env
way of putting off my lecture until the Spring term? TI expect t-
return with a budeet of new work which mav be interesting te von
nd et 2

rar ac

îianer
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Brig,«Genc-
Chairman
Poyal Society of Arts
John Adam Street, Adelphi
london, V0
Fnetanr

* David Sarnoff

Fear Conor 1 Sarn

I am highly honored by your nominating me for election to a
tenjamin Franklin fellowship in the Royal Society of arts, and is
13 perticularly gratifying to me that it is you person, v whe
= ore the letter to me.

Please put my name
creration in sussortine

up for election and count on mv sincere co-
the future work of the societ

.. 4
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PERISTALSIS CLUB

The 129th rumble of the Peristalsis was held at Dr. Gundersen's home on 27 April 1960.
All were present except for Drs. Parsons, Taylor and Ingrcham. Dr. Ingraham has had a coronary but,
happily, reports tell of his convalescence. The first order of business was to request our host to dispatch
a telegram of good wishes to Franc for a full and speedy recovery. M.I.T. Institute Professor Norbert
Wiener, having entered and graduated from the University in his early 'teens,has been stirring the
molecular broth of his and our brains for more than 59 years. He phased in the members by talk of
Cuba, universals, virology, his forthcoming Terry Lecturas et New Haven, a revision and extension
of his book due in June, genes, the machines stamped with the image of its creator as man is with
his, all during--

Cocktails

 *%
Soupe a la tortue verte

Sherry Sec, Pedro Demenique

Filet d'agneau à couronne

Pommes de terreàcornes, asperges, cliou-fleur

Vouleaux 1957

Tourte Citron, merangué

Demitasse

Liqueurs

Dinner conversation was general and special. Host Gundersen toasted Professor Wiener
in Norwegian who responded with same. Honorary membership was proposed for Dr. Wiener who
replied graciously, noting that he was deeply "moved" by the peristaltic rush of good will. Like
Newton who dispensed with St. Thomas, Aristotle and God, the unmoved mover, Dr. Wiener asked
us to dispense with the concept life. The new industrial, social and psychological revolution is on
the march behind the leadership of man as the learning machine. Man stamps his image on the game
machine such as a checker-player which is programmed with all possible legal moves, rank of values,
numerically rated. Assumptions, weighting of moves are altered by the machine as wins and losses
are experienced, Forgetting of early unsuccessful and reweighting and remembering of successful
experience is progressive.

Genetics may be such learning. On the phylogenetic scale germplasm learns how to
make a heart and other organs, wings for birds, and learns nesting habits, all of which environment
selects. This learning perpetuates the species as it is built into molecular arrangements which,
once learned and acting, tend to draw untutored molecules into the same patterns. These are the
spectra or harmonics of energy events.



We thus passed by easy stages from the checker playing machine to viruses, to genes,
to biologic predictive behavior, and at last to the available hardware which imitates this. The keys
are a non-linear transducer (eliminating time) and random function inputs (currents with bunched
quanta magnified to random noise) which will follow curves with certain probabilities. Two boxes,
the white and the black, for random in-and-outputs treated statistically, are returned to linear
{orthogonal) transducers, i.e., re-establishing time, direction and space (predictability). Dr.
Enders questioned mathematical assumptions at this point. Dr. Wiener explained that the set of boxes
can be devised for any in-and output which is synthesizing observed energy events for the purpose of
analysis. Specifications for such system exploratives are available.

Dr. Wiener then returned to the idea of self-organizing systems, compared brain waves
in a simple way to the 60-cycle current and automatic regulation of wave length by generators in
parallel, attraction between frequencies, a dramatic illustration: those large fireflies which tend to
blink in unison over the swamps of New Guinea. They may be induced by intermittent lighting to
change their tempo, as | suppose crickets timing might be altered by sound as well as heat and as
we know, two hearts may be made to beat in three-quarter time. Dr. Barlow's experiments with
Flicker effects in brain waves correlate with production of seizures in epileptics chancing to drive
by a line of trees looking at the setting sun. Dr. Wiener has a hunch. The alpha brain wave system
may be the mechanism which keeps the (hemi-) spheres in tune, not simply a scanning device, as |
have heard.

Dr. Wiener closed his talk on an aesthetic note, the mathematical charms of the
snowflake. These evanescent beauties of nature have infinitely variable individual actualities
occurring in an absolutely universal form, oddly like an lonian Cross. These are words traditionally
used by theologians to refer to the incarnation of God (Omnia opera, Laudate, Domine), but the
loveliness of the snowflake may be due to oscillatory symetrics. This and the harmonics of the (hemi-)
spheres reminds the scribe of Dante and before him of Plato and before him of Pythagorus. The
traditional relation between mathematics, music and theology all may be related to the brain's neural
net--who or whatever may have devised that!

The doctrine of man as a thinking machine explains this by stating that Homo Faber's
tools have made first Homo Sapiens' thinking machine and then his knowledge. Nearly 20 years ago
Dr. Wiener and his associates divided behavior into active purposeful, feedback or predictive, and
non-active or passive, nonpurposeful and non-predictive, in short, the complementarity of Bohr,
i.e., must have random in- and output, and make it calculable. For several years since Walter's
Machinae speculatrices, Elmer and Elsie, machines have learned, acted, taken in nourishment,
fought and loved and had neuroses. The one characteristic of the living human brain which the
thinking machine does not have is passive, nonactive nonpredictive deliberative behavior. This is
conscious reflex delay. Let us say it corresponds in nature to "force at a distance," an inertia of
energy events which formerly was called the force of gravity. In the individual human it is the
youth who won the Joust of which Dr. Wiener spoke or David and Goliath. Inhibition changes the
mathematical (probability) rules. As reported by human consciousness of consciousness, it is related
to awareness of death by which one creates his personal perspectives of time and space.

As | now see my notes on Professor Wiener's talk through the bottom of my last glass
of whiskey, | beg him to excuse my perspective on the fascinating things he said. I do hope all
members during the summer when they look at fireflies will be sure who is winking at whom and
be not drawn into any strange rhythms.

Until we meet in Henry Faxon's home on 26 October--

er&lt;="Daimeor



MICROWAVE ROLE IN HUMANS CITED

MOLECULAR CHANGE REPORTED TO SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE#“*-——RESEARCH VALUE SEEN

By JOHN A. OSMUNDSEN

New and possibly important biological effects of radio and radar waves
were reported at a three-day scientific meeting that concluded here yesterday.

One scientist told of producing "a profound molecular change" in human
gamma globulin with specific wave lengths of radio waves in the high fre-
quence to very high frequence, or VHF, range,

Alterations so created in the molecules that constitute an important part
of the body's defense apparatus were accompanied by at least a fourfold
increase in their biological activity, the scientist said.

"The changes can be produced under widely varying conditions of voltage,
power, pulse width and pulse repetition rate, provided the frequence is suit-
able," according to Lieut. Col. Sven A, Bach of the Army Medical Research Lab-
oratory in Fort Knox, Ky.

This is believed to be the first report of a proven frequency-specific
effect of radio waves on human chemistry. The finding is expected to have
value as a research tool and may ultimately have clinical applications if
the effects can be duplicated in living subjects.

Dog Experiments Cited

Another scientist reported findings indication that there might be an
interaction in living things between microwave radiation in the radar range
and ionizing radiation, such as X-rys.

This was suggested by experiments conducted at the University of Rochester
in which dogs that had received large doses of X-rays were more sinsitive
to the heating effects of microwaves from a radar than to increaded en-
vorormental heating to the same temperature,

That finding might also suggest the existence of a new nonheating effect
of mocrowave exposure, Dr. JoeW. Howland, who directed the word remarked.

He elaborated on these results after delivering his report at the
Fourth Annual Tri-Service Microwave Conference that was held in the auditorium
of the New Uork University Medical Center.

Animals thal had been chronically treated with microwaves over bong
periods have shown an increased capacity to survive doses of X-rays that are
lethal to 80 per cent of those exposed, Dr. Howland said,

Vasmmcular System Affected

This may be a result, he said, of an accommodation to Physiological
stress produced by microwave exposure or of the "exmercising * that
microwave radiation gives the animals' vasclar system, which is a target of
X-ray attack.

Although these two reports suggested possibly salutary effects of micto-
wave radiation on living things, the series of conferences was started in 1957
in an attempt to collect bnformation that would define its biological hazard.

Potential hazard from microwave radiation is believed to exist mostly
on the heat the waves can produce in a person's body. Personnel of radar
installations are constantly subject to exposure to this radiation, but
no serious accidents have yet occured, according to Col. George M. Knauf who
dpr—+wxtix directs the tri-service program.

Most concern has been sirected to the possible hazard of microwave radiatior
to the lenses of the eyes and genital regiàn because circulation in those areas
is not adequate bo dissipate the heat that could build up dangerously
oefore the victim was aware of being exposed.



One study of this problem disclosed the first indication of primary
chemical changes brought about in the eye by microwave radiation,

R Hazards Are Assessed

pr. Lorenzo O. Merola of Tufts University told the meeting of finding
that the concentration bf two chèmicals, ascorbic acid and glutathione, drops
in the eye soon after exposure to microviaves,

another study being conkucted by Dr. Milton XHXEX 888 Zaret and
Dr. Merril Eisenbud of New York University is aimed at assessing the hazard
of developing cataracts antæ other eye diserders among persons who work with
mivrowaves, Preliminary findings sy:gest that the hazard is not great.

Dr. Bachls report appeared to eause more comment at the conference
than almost any other, for the effect of radio frequencies on human gamma
glebulin in the test tube were clearly not a resutl of heating.

It was suggested b Dr. Bach that the increased biological activity
of the moleculse as measured against a rabbit serum sensitized to them
might have resulted from an unfolding of their structure, thus exposing more

active spots,
Dr. Joseph H. Vogelman of the Capehart Corporation went on Em to

speculate that the effect was æmz caused by a kind of resonance between the
frequwncy of the radio waves and the shape of the molecule. This would
be not unlide the resonance shown by striking a spring with
a hammer at just the right frequency to get the most bounce.

Such an action, he said could do the damage that apparently was dene to
Dr.Bach's gamma globulin molecules.

Noted French Naturalist

Jean Baptiste Audebert, French artist and naturalist who died bn
1800, originated the use of gold-leaf to show the plumage of birds.
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378 BOYLSTON STREET
Boston 16, Mass.

TELEPHONE. COMMONWEALTH 66-5450

April 27, 1960

Prof. Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
Belmont. Mass.

Dear Prof. Wiener:

At the request OAT secretary, we are enclosing herewith application forms
for Soviet Russia Tor yourself and Mrs. Wiener. The forms are in triplicate.
Yoywill answer all questions on the form, and the application forms should be
typewritten or legibly printed. Two photographs will be required for each
applicant and must be signed across the bottom of the front of the photograph
so as not to mar the features.

The following information will be required in order to obtain a NIE: the
date of entry into Russia and the means of transportation into Russia, the
date of exit from Soviet Russia and the means of transportation. We would also
require a list of the cities to be visited and the number of days in each city.
The cost for deluxe arrangements while in Russia will be $30 per day per person
which includes hotels, meals, transfers, sightseeing and tour quide.

Since it will take from three to eight weeks to obtain a visa, the completed
applications, sighed photographs and the passports should be sent to this
office as far in advance of your interd ed departure as possible.

Yours very t#""&lt;,

Henry J. Schindhelm
Travel Representative

HJS/han
Enc.
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GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT

ROCKFORD, ILL. U.S.A.

April 27. 1960
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Jr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
lambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Wiener:

At lunch today one of our vice presidents commented on
the excellence of your remarks last Saturday. Several
&gt;thers have also mentioned that your ideas were extremely
-.mportant in this changing age.

On checking my calendarInow realize that the proposed
dinner date is to be two weeks from Yesterday rather than
the one week which I mentioned. However, I’did tell you
Vay 10, which is the proper date. I am looking forward
to dining with you and Mrs, Wiener at the Cambridge
restaurant which you suggested, I am asking Mr. Robert
McCarthy of Barber-Colman Company who is also attending
che Arthur D, Little course, to dine with us. We would
1lso be delighted if Peggy would join us on Mav 10.

Ne realize that your preparations for the trip to Russia
are time-consuming and therefore we will not expect the
dinner to be lengthy.

Cordially,

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY
0 -

. A el

Head, Operations Research
+

&gt;
-

~e Co. Varnum
jw
zc: R, H. McCarthy
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dourhton Mifflin Company
? Park Street
3oston, Massachusetts

‘entlement

As Professor Wiener is leaving for Europe in early June, he
»ould appreciate your cooperation in checking your books with re-
ard to sales and royalties due on his book The Human Use of Human
‘eings, both the Encrlish and foreisn editions

He would be gratified if you would find it possible to send
rim a check for the existing sales of the bock before he goes to
furore so that he won't be followed about Europe by checks, but if
Lt should be too inconvenient at the present time, perhaps a way
sculd be found to deposit the money into Professor Wiener's account
at the Cambridre Trust Company, Cambridee, Mase

“PR mag Tr Yours 3

Svs-Maria Ritter (Vrs,)
ane aver dn Prof, ¥Yener
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April 28, 1960

Phofessor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematics
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

It has been some time since our last, very brief, meeting, I have
often thought about it, although I must confess that our meetings
prier to the last are far happier memories, I hope that this letter
will be more welcome than my last visit - otherwise I would not presume
to write it, And although I am hopeful, I must confess that I am writing
7ith some trepidation,

I have just received a copy of your address to the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, $n Chicago, on December 27, 1959 = having
tried to ebtain it for the past four months, I must say it was difficult
to get a copy, but I have ene now, I have read it, and I am very much
impressed, I still feel very strongly that eur readers should have an
opportunity to hear your concern = in your own words. I am enclosing
à copy of an article that appeared in Product Engineering on January 13,
1960 = I aplogise for the poor copy, but you have undoubtedly seen the
article before, I consider this an example of presentation and conden-
sation which « I am proud to say = Electrical Manufacturing would never
wish to dee

May I ask you again, whether you would consider granting us the
privilege of publishing your work? Please do not think that I am pre-
sumptious or agressively perserviéring, I am very concerned about the
moral consequences of automatization, and I feel very strongly that
these consequences must be brought to the attention of our readers,
Nobody is as competent as the man who instituted the science of Cybernetics
to foresee the consequences and to present them to the publie.
I do not want te excerpt from your speech = I believe that only you
can present this subject as it ought to be presented, It is my Job
to give the best obtainable material to eur readers = and, therefore,
[ am asking you again to allow us to present your knowledge,

I am taking the liberty of enclosing a reprint of an article I wrote
for our last issue, I am doing so, being painfully aware of the fact
that my own knowledge 1s very smallk and my contribution most inadequate.
But even what little knowledge I have and the small contribution I am
able to make has shown that our readership is anxious to learn about
this subject, And although I an aware of the fact that most of your
students and readers are far more distinguished and learned than I am,
I am asking your permission to express my gratitute to you for having

NATIONAL BUSINESS PUIRLICATIONS INC (NgPJ HPA BUSINESS SLIRLICATIONS ANT AFF CIRCULATION INC



Tos Professor Wiener = From A,M.Hilton 1/28/60 page 2

givén;me the chance to learn what I can absorb from your books, I would
like to give others the opportunity to read your words, I believe that
an article from you in our magazine would inspire many of our readers
to seek out your books and learn,

May I hope that you will let me know your decision? And that you
will pefmit us to render this service to our readers?

Yours very sin”-rely,

i
‘ J PA GUL.

Alice Mary Hilton
Associate Editor

AMH:AH
Enclosure



THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

LABORATORY OF ASTROPHYSICS
AND PHYSICAL METEOROLOGY

BALTIMORE 18, MARYLAND

April 28, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge-39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

It was very exciting to hear of your
use of autocorrelation methods in the harmonic
analysis of brain waves. It is possible that
your methods of analysis may have some power
that we are not yet using.

LI am sending you two reprints of our
work that delineate our methods of transforming
interference to spectra. Also, I have asked
Dr. George Vanasse and Dr. Ernest Loewenstein,
who happen to be located in your community now,
if they will call on you to explain our methods
and determine if taking the square of the abso-
lute value of the amplitude would promise help.

Sincerely yours,

JS thew John Strong



OFFICERS

RUFUS OLDENBURGER
President

AMERICAN AUTOMATIC CONTROL COUNCIL
JOHN C, LOZIER
Vice-President

USA MEMBER OF INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL
WILLIAM E. VANNAH

Secretary-Treasurer

Anril 29, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of “athematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Yassachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

We have received your completed application sheet and registration
fees for yourself and rs. Wiener. I know you will have an enjoyable
30-day visit in the Soviet Union and I look forward tc discussing
vour observations when vou return.

Because the serial number of your annlication sheet is not included
in the serial numbers sent to me for application of our American
delegates, I am a little puzzled. It appears that the National
Committee of USSR for Automatic Control extended vou an invitation
to present a paper and to be an individual member of the Congress.
Nevertheless, as Secretary-Treasurer of the American Automatic
Control Council, I am happy to process your application and
registration.

For clarification of the U.S.A. portion of the IFAC Congress
Program, I would appreciate your describing to me how vou will
particirate in the Program.

My Iuropean Editor, Derek Barlow, will attend the Congress. I would
arpreciate your cooperation in allowing him to interview vou sometime
during the latter davs of the Congress.

Very +-+»-7-  —--e

William E. Vannar
Seceretarveressiirer

v/c
nes Dr.

T
Ruppel
Oldenburger

° rlow

Arplication sheet no. 702

AFFILIATE SOCIETIES — AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Rufus Oldenburger, delegate (Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.);
W. E. Vannah, alternate (Control Engineering, New York, N. Y.) + AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS: D. M. Boyd, delegate
(Universal Oil Products, Des Plaines, Ill.); J. O. Hougen, alternate (Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) + AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS: John Truxal, delegate (Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y.); Morris Rubinoff, alternate (Philco
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.) » INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS: John Lozier, delegate (Bell Telephone Labs., Whippany, N. J.); E. M. Grabbe,
alternate (Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal.) ¢ INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA: N. B. Nichols, delegate (Tavln-
Instrument Cos… Rochester. N V)\- &amp; H Bnonman. alternate ‘Minneanolis-Honevwell Reonulatar Ca Philadelphia Pa *



OFFICERS

RUFUS OLDENBURGER
President

AMERICAN AUTOMATIC CONTROL COUNCIL
JOHN C. LOZIER
Vice-President

USA MEMBER OF INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL
WILLIAM E. VANNAH

Secretary-Treasurer

April 29, 1960

Mrs. Hva-Maria Hitter
Secretary to Prof. Wiener
Department of “Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
“ambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

[he fact that you have sent copies of Professor Wiener's application
sheet to both Doctor Runpel and the National Committee of USSR for
Automatic Control means that Professor Wiener's annlication has been
properly processed.

Just as soon as we receive from Doctor Puppel the registration cards,
we will send one to you for comnletion.

Vary tral vours,

William E. Vanna,
Secretarv-Treasurer

AFFILIATE SOCIETIES — AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Rufus Oldenburger, delegate (Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.);
W. E. Vannah, alternate (Control Engineering, New York, N, Y.) « AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS: D. M. Boyd, delegate
(Universal Oil Products, Des Plaines, I11.); J. O. Hougen, alternate (Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) * AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS: John Truxal, delegate (Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y.); Morris Rubinoff, alternate (Philco
Corp, Philadelphia, Pa.) + INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS: John Lozier, delegate (Bell Telephone Labs., Whippany, N.J.); E. M. Grabbe,
alternate (Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge, Inc, Los Angeles, Cal.) ¢ INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA: N. B. Nichols, delegate (Tavlo-
Inetrnmant (Cnc. Rarhagtar N VY: GH Barman alterpate (Minneanolis-Hanevwell Reonlator Ca Philadelnhia Pal



Arthur Herzog 111

So Irving Place, New York 3.

April 30, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Maes.

Dear Dr Wiener:

I'm extremely sorry I was not able to see
you this week in Bogton--I waited for you over
in hour in hopes of catchirg you after lunch.
Since 1 wasn't able to deliver the photos in
person, I am sending them by mall under a separate
aeover,

Think Magazine is anxious to run the interview
on you--you were sent a draft of it, which I
hope you still have. The editor, however, would
like one additional quote, in answer to a question
I didn't have a chance to ask you when I interviewed
voue

In the interview you explained very clearly
some of the possible dangers Go society that
might result from the use of computers. The
point, I think, was that machines might not be
used for human ends, and that we should guard
against this danger. What the editor would
like to know is this: what are the beneficial
possibilities of the machines? That is, if we
do heed ycur warning, and concentrate on human
„ges. won't the machineg be a social contributiont

I'm aware this sounds obvious. However,
the interview is a little làp-sided on its
pessimistic emphasis. To balance it, a word
should be said on the fact that the machines
ere aftar all a tool, which can be used for
good or 111.

We would be most happy if you would consent
to dictate a paragraph to your secretary on
some of the positive aspects of computers,
If you don't care to do this, I will be tn
Bogton on June 6 and will come see you, in order
to cet vour view in v’?rson.

The magazine would, of course, show you the
final version of the storv before using it.

Thankine vou. I am
As ne ao

 .- 0 of)


